MCMCtreeR: functions to prepare MCMCtree analyses and visualise posterior ages on trees.
The fossil record is incomplete, so molecular divergence time analysis is a crucial tool in estimating evolutionary timescales. The software MCMCtree contained in the PAML software provides Bayesian methods to estimate divergence times of genomic-sized sequences. Here, I present MCMCtreeR, a flexible R package to prepare time priors for MCMCtree analysis and plot time-scaled phylogenies. The package provides functions to refine parameters and visualise time-calibrated node prior distributions so that these priors accurately reflect confidence in known, usually fossil, time information. After the parameters have been chosen, the package produces output files ready for MCMCtree analysis. Following analysis, the package has tools to compare prior and posterior calibrated node age distributions and produce plots of the time-scaled phylogenies. The plotting functions allow for the inclusion of age uncertainty on time-scaled phylogenies, including the display of full posterior distributions on nodes. Options also allow for the inclusion of the geological timescale, and these plotting functions are applicable with posterior age estimates from any Bayesian divergence-time estimation software. MCMCtreeR is an R package available on CRAN (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=MCMCtreeR). MCMCtreeR depends on the R packages ape, sn, and stats4.